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JANADAS DEVAN

DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE OF POLICY STUDIES

Janadas Devan, Director of the Institute
of Policy Studies, was educated at the
National University of Singapore and
Cornell University in the United States.
He was a journalist, writing for The
Straits Times and broadcasting for Radio
Singapore International, before being
appointed the Government’s Chief of
Communications at the Ministry of
Communications and Information in
2012. He is now concurrently Deputy
Secretary at the Prime Minister’s Office.
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AARON MANIAM
FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Aaron is a curious generalist: civil servant
by profession; poet by calling; educator and
diversity facilitator by choice; all by passion.
As the first Head of the Centre for Strategic
Futures (2010-2011), he often crafted
letters, scenarios, and other ‘artefacts’ from
the future, much like the ones he hopes will
be written during his workshop at this
year's YSC. He believes deeply in the value
of such strategic anticipation and sees
inculcating long-term thinking among other
Singaporeans as the most important thing
he can do both in and outside work.

FEATURED SESSION by AARON MANIAM

LETTERS FROM OUR FUTURE SELVES
If you had to write a letter from your future self to your present self, what
would you say and why?
————————————————————————————————
Aaron and Veera (see page 14) will do a short introduction to Foresight
work in Singapore, drawing from examples in the public and private
sector, followed by a brief description as to what can be expected from
their sessions, Letters From Our Futures Selves and Making Things From the
Future respectively.
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AMANDA CHONG
FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Amanda is a lawyer with strong
interests in criminal justice,
international law and public policy.
She attended Cambridge University
on a President’s Scholarship and
specialised in international human
rights at Harvard Law School, where
she developed an expertise in
trafficking in persons and gender
justice. She was the top candidate in
the 2013 Singapore Bar Exams and
her academic writing has been
published in the Harvard Journal of
Law and Gender.
She co-founded ReadAble in 2014, a
non-profit organisation that runs
weekly literacy classes for children
and migrant women in low-income
communities, with the aim of
improving social mobility. On her
lunch breaks, she writes poetry - her
first collection is Professions (2016).
Image: Ejun Low

Website: www.amandachong.com
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FEATURED SESSION by AMANDA CHONG

AGENTS OF CHANGE
We all live in a world designed by someone else. But we are all agents,
actively moving within its strictures. Our choices and motivations are
complex, based on different values and expectations, and neither shaped
purely by structural factors nor reducible to simple economic rationale.
The same goes for people in marginalised situations.
In this session, Amanda will share her insights on the disparate impact of
different laws and background rules on migrant brides in Singapore, and
how it is vital to understand their individual agency and the choices they
make, in the context of and in response to the inequalities that they face.
In recognising agency, it focusses on building the capacities of these
individuals.
This session will also involve a dynamic role-playing and story-telling
game, co-facilitated by Tan Shao Han, in which participants take turns to
adopt the position of a migrant bride character exercising her agency to
negotiate and navigate her way towards a particular goal, resulting in a
diverse range of scenarios.
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CALVIN CHUA

FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Calvin directs Spatial Anatomy, a design
and research practice that develops
solutions for today’s complex living
environment (www.anatomy.sg).
In addition, Calvin is an Adjunct
Assistant Professor for Architecture and
Sustainable Design at the Singapore
University of Technology and Design
(SUTD).
He has led research studios that focus
on designing new sustainable working
and living environments for aging
industrial spaces and business parks in
Singapore.
Professionally, Calvin has worked for various eminent architectural practices
and urban planning consultancies in Europe and Asia. He has advised policy
makers and delivered lectures for the Asian Development Bank on the
transformation of cities.
Parallel to his professional work, Calvin leads non-profit design workshops in
the DPRK via the Architectural Association and Choson Exchange. Calvin
graduated from the Architectural Association in London and is a registered
architect with the Architects Registration Board (ARB) and Royal Institute of
British Architects (RIBA) in the United Kingdom.
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FEATURED SESSION by CALVIN CHUA

WE-WORK, WE-LIVE, WE-SHARE
DESIGNING SPACES FOR A COMMON FUTURE

‘Co-working’ and ‘co-living’ are trendy buzzwords and products today.
However, the idea of a collective community has existed in various forms
throughout history. From agrarian communes to university dormitories,
we have been sharing our working and living spaces. However, the
fundamental difference between past and present forms of collective
spaces lies in emerging social and economic conditions. The co-movement
caters to a millennial generation that favours shared experience over
individual ownership. This is partly by choice and partly out of necessity
due to the high cost of living in cities. Also, the collective community
creates an environment for knowledge exchange that encourages
innovation.
Observing these emerging trends, we will discuss the opportunities and
challenges of working and living together through a design session.
Working in teams, we will first discuss case studies of existing and past
collective communities by analysing their social ideals and spatial
organisational principles. Subsequently, focussing on three scales: the
individual, the community, and the city, we will design ‘shared’ spaces for
a future Singapore.
The aim of this session is not to design the perfect, utopian environment.
Instead, we will use design as a platform to discuss what it means to
share spaces, resources, and even our lives together. How do we negotiate
the threshold between the private and the common, the individual and
the collective? What are the potential areas of conflict and possible
resolutions? What is the relevance of a collective community within
possible future scenarios of a zero-growth economy and a freelance
economy?
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INCH CHUA

FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Fitting iNCH into a caricature of
her namesake would be a
misnomer. Always surprising
people with her breadth of
musicianship and depth of
personality, iNCH is never afraid
to venture into the discomforting
umbra of artistry to push her
own limits and challenge popular
perceptions.
A performance veteran in her
own right, she has a solid
breadth of experience on the
world’s stage including SxSW
Festival in Texas, CMJ Music Marathon in New York, TEDxWomen in
Washington and more.

FEATURED SESSION by INCH CHUA

SMALL STEPS TOWARDS CHANGE
A WORKING MANIFESTO

“The first step — especially for young people with energy and drive and talent, but not
money — the first step to controlling your world is to control your culture. To model and
demonstrate the kind of world you demand to live in. To write the books. Make the music.
Shoot the films. Paint the art.” — Chuck Palahniuk

Trying to change the world by working on issues and causes you care
about can be daunting, but what are some principles that hold true for
you? Join iNCH in conversation as she shares her experiences as a
musician, artist, and active advocate for the local music scene. What steps
can we take towards solving problems? What would a shared or personal
working manifesto for action look like? What works for you?
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JESSICA CHEAM
FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Jessica is the editor and founder of Eco-Business, an award-winning journalist,
TV presenter and a social entrepreneur. She has a decade of experience in
journalism with a particular expertise in
sustainable development, and is also a
columnist for The Straits Times where
she was formerly the political and
environment correspondent. She is an
Adjunct Research Associate for the
Centre for Liveable Cities, a Singapore
think tank focused on creating and
sharing knowledge on liveable and
sustainable cities.
She founded Eco-Business in 2009 with
a vision to provide a platform for the
region to discuss and advance
sustainability issues.
In 2015, Jessica was given the Asian
Environmental Journalism Awards
(AEJA)’s Sustained Environmental
Reporting by a Journalist Award for her
efforts in contributing to environmental
journalism over the last decade.
Jessica's passion is in advocating sustainability. She is currently filming and
presenting a new documentary on climate change for Channel NewsAsia called
‘Challenge Tomorrow’ which will be aired in the first quarter of 2017.

FEATURED SESSION by JESSICA CHEAM

HOW CAN BUSINESS BE A FORCE FOR GOOD?
Jessica will be facilitating a sharing and discussion session about
sustainable development, and the ways and models in which businesses
can be a force for good.
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MOHAMED IMRAN MOHAMED TAIB
FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Imran is Senior Executive at the Harmony Centre, the interfaith arm of the
Islamic Religious Council of Singapore (MUIS). He is a prominent interfaith
activist and writer on issues of religion, ethnicity and multiculturalism.
Previously, he was an Associate
Research Fellow at the Studies in
Inter-religious Relations in Plural
Societies programme at the S
Rajaratnam School of International
Studies (RSIS). A graduate in
Philosophy, his writings have
appeared in The Straits Times, Today,
Berita Harian, Channel NewsAsia, The
Malaysian Insider and The Jakarta
Post. His article on “The Future of
Diversity” was published this year
under the IPS Commons Young
Singaporeans Series.
He is also a founding member of
Leftwrite Center, a dialogue initiative
for young professionals. He speaks frequently on topics of religious
diversity, reform and race relations.

FEATURED SESSION by MOHAMED IMRAN MOHAMED TAIB

INTER-RELIGIOUS RELATIONS:
DEALING WITH DIFFERENCES
What is the state of inter-religious relations in Singapore? How are we
dealing with the challenge of increasing cultural complexity and religious
diversity? How do we learn to talk about and to deal with differences?
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NG HUIYING

FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Huiying explores links between
urban agriculture, open/welcoming
spaces for new imaginations of
urban life, and community
resilience. She has till recently been
involved in non-profit and research
work (Ground-Up Initiative and NUS
respectively), and is currently
developing her MA research on
collective governance. She is also cofounder of Foodscape Collective, a
Singapore-based citizen-science
initiative to learn about the role of
communities and gardens in
sustaining the life of cities — starting with Singapore. Her praxis is guided by
ideas of ecological and activist citizenship and the crucial role of autonomy
and human motivation. She works towards creating the social environments
necessary to support these.
More on her work: https://nus.academia.edu/HuiyingNg
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OPENING ACTIVITY by NG HUIYING

MASS FERMENTATION
Huiying will be guiding all the Unconference participants in a mass
fermentation activity at the start of the day. We learn through
conditioning. Mass fermentation sessions are an attempt to (re)consider
our conditioned learning reflexes, think about how forms of energy are
stored and transmitted through time, how or what makes a nurturing
environment, and the conditions for sustenance of any kind of process:
fermentation of vegetables, the development and culturation of ideas and
people alike. How do we get from one day to the next? How do we bring
‘what’s good’ from the present, on to the near or distant future?

FEATURED SESSION by NG HUIYING

FERMENTATION: FOOD—PEOPLE—IDEAS
Huiying will be leading a few in-depth discussions and exchanges about
the processes of food fermentation, and how this relates to wider ideas
about how people grow and are sustained through social environments,
and how ideas are grow, develop, and are passed on.
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SABRINA DZULKIFLI
FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Sabrina enjoys writing, directing and pretty much anything to do with theatre.
Her writing credits include co-writing
BI(CARA) (2016), an M1 Fringe
Festival show with director-performer
Sharda Harrison and Pink Gajah
Theatre, and Counting (2016),
developed and produced under the
mentorship of playwright Joel Tan as
part of the Woodlands Playwriting
Residency (2015-2016). She has also
done writing and dramaturgy for the
SOTA Year 5 and 6 IBCP theatre
showcase, Handle with Care (2016).
Her works tend to explore the
perspectives of women in everyday,
realistic settings.
She believes strongly in the power of
storytelling, and makes it point to
engage in discussions about gender,
sexuality, culture and religion in her
work.

FEATURED SESSION by SABRINA DZULKIFLI

WHEN WE SIT TOGETHER
Drawing from theatre-based methods and practices, Sabrina will be
facilitating a series of activities and conversations that explore our
relationships with our selves, the past, the present and the future. How do
we allow certain labels to dictate how we present ourselves in everyday
life? What are the truths we identify with? What makes us feel powerless?
What will hurt you in twenty years’ time?
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VEERAPPAN SWAMINATHAN
FEATURED PARTICIPANT

Veera is a pioneer of the
Maker Movement and a
social entrepreneur in the
youth and environment
sector in Singapore.
He has led organisations to
accolades such as the
President's Challenge Youth
Social Enterprise Award
2015, UNESCO -Daimler
Mondialogo Engineering
Award as well as the ASEAN
+3 Young Enterprise For
Sustainable Development
Award 2015. He co-founded
Sustainable Living Lab, OneMaker Group, Singapore Makers Association and
Makedemy.
Through his work, Veera aims to address sustainability challenges and at the
same time facilitate people to reach their full potential through
entrepreneurship.

FEATURED SESSION by VEERAPPAN SWAMINATHAN

MAKING THINGS FROM THE FUTURE
It is said that the best way to predict the future is to create it. In this
hands-on session, we'll be playing Thing From The Future - Futurist Stuart
Candy's award-winning and wacky game where you'll be creating
prototypes of objects that represent possible futures and letting your
imagination run wild.
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